Managers Tasks made easy and quick
Segmentation
In almost all the industries where in manager plays a vital role by performing day-to-day
activities from monitoring performance of the team to conducting appraisals, manipulating
expenditures and resources to ensure smooth and efficient delivery of deliverables and
achieving client satisfaction.

Targeting
The managers, group mangers, delivery managers from various industries can utilize this
app to monitor different projects and accomplish certain tasks easily. This app will not only
expedite the routine activities but make them more efficient and hassle free.

Positioning
The existing process flow in various industries requires managers to visit plethora of tools,
transactions and web pages to perform their daily activities. Through this Fiori app all the
information and activities are brought under one umbrella which reduces the time to
perform various tasks and helps to keep track of different projects anywhere and at
anytime. Major functionalities which can be performed using this app are:
1. Maintaining information related to various projects like revenue from the projects,
resources currently working on the projects, upcoming deliverables and things that
need to be optimized.
2. Conducting appraisals, keeping track of appraisals and scores of resources.
3. Resource planning, keeping track of various resources available at a time and
allocating and de-allocating resources.
4. Timesheet approval and monitoring working hours of resources.
5. Monitoring audit checklist and documentation for the projects.

Persona

Andrew

45 years old, Married, working as
a manager in an IT firm.

Group Project
Manager










Manages deliverables daily
Cost controlling monthly
Resource Planning as and when
required
Conducts Appraisals annually
Approves timesheets daily.
Faces audits











Need to have all the tasks in
single app.
Need to take decisions based on
real time and accurate data.

Do routine activities more
efficiently and view all the
related information anytime
anywhere using single
transaction.

View all the related information at a glance.
Do resource planning with better information on
availability of resources.
Conducts efficient appraisals based on goals
achieved by resources
Approve timesheet based on accuracy of data.

Information is scattered and difficult to manage.
Approval process is tedious and data cannot be
verified easily.
Too many transactions are used to perform daily
activities.

Senior Managers, team leads,
developers, designers, auditors.
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Current User Experience Journey

Duration of Journey: 2 Hrs

Point of View
USER: Andrew
NEEDS A WAY TO: Perform all his day-to-day activities using single transaction and take meaningful decisions
which are based on real time and accurate data
SO THAT: He is able to complete his work within the timelines and monitor the projects under him more efficiently.

Mock Up (Built/Splash Design challenge component)

Click on Employee to find
all the related data.

Click on the project ID to go to the next
screen. Text in red, “Pending”’ shows
status of the audit.
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New UI view which displays employee details on executing above step

Similarly different icons have different functionalities.

Displays
joining date of
the employee,
timesheet
status and
other details

Displays audit
related data and
previous audit
scores

Displays
revenue
reports

Displays the timesheet details for
the employees and provides
approval.
Displays daily priority tasks for different
projects

Displays timesheet status and ability to
approve and reject timesheet

Repository for maintaining
documents

Develop Challenge Assets: shows integration to the design challenge assets
Navigation on clicking Project ID
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Navigation on clicking Employee ID and functionality added to provide appraisal rating on
defined parameters

Added functionality- Select the timesheet and approve

Link to You tube video
https://youtu.be/tVGD5Uulogs
Note: Please use headphone as volume is quite low on you tube.
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